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Ultrahard materials have been of interest to human kind
since prehistoric times. Borides of certain transition

metals form a new class of hard materials.1−4 Being metals,
these borides are easily cut with electric discharge machining
and thus appear as an attractive alternative to diamond. The
governing principles for the design of ultrahard borides have
been proposed to be the combination of high electron density
at the Fermi level (EF) coming from the metal, making borides
incompressible, and a rigid covalent boron skeleton resisting
the shear stress.5−10 The metal and boron sublattices in this
model are seen independently. Here, we challenge these old
principles and show that only with the inclusion of specific
metal−boron bonding can we explain and design for the
structure and hardness of borides.
We zoom in to a set of three diborides, which are

stoichiometrically identical and structurally related yet distinct:
TiB2, ReB2, and OsB2 (Figure 1). Among these three, only

ReB2 is ultrahard.
11−13 In all three cases, the boron sublattice is

a sheet: planar in TiB2 and corrugates as a “chair” in ReB2 and
as a “boat” in OsB2, by analogy with the conformations of
cyclohexane. These diborides demonstrate how boron, a
metalloid, is capable of many different kinds of bonds to
metals, and this promiscuity strongly dictates hardness.
Our approach links the chemical bonding in materials to that

in relevant small cluster fragments, which can be studied in

great detail using state-of-the-art theory and experiment. The
identified critical elements in the electronic structure of the
cluster are mapped back onto the solid for property
rationalization and design.14,15

The most elementary motif that can be observed in the solids
is MB2, and thus, we begin from the MB2

0/− clusters (ions
being included for experimental characterization with anion
photoelectron spectroscopy). All clusters have C2v symmetry,
with the metal coordinating to the center of the B−B bond.
However, they have markedly different B−B and M−B
distances (see Supporting Information), indicating that metals
affect the B−B bonding in different ways. TiB2

− (2A1) has a
short R(B−B) of 1.56 Å; ReB2

− has three competing
configurations: 3B2, R(B−B) = 1.75 Å; 3B1, R(B−B) = 1.66 Å
(2.51 kcal/mol above 3B2); and

3A2, R(B−B) = 1.76 Å (3.14
kcal/mol above 3B2). OsB2

− (4A2) has R(B−B) of 1.66 Å. Note
that these calculations are large-active-space multireference with
dynamic electron correlation (see Supporting Information).
This tour de force theoretical approach appeared to be required
to reproduce experimental spectra for these seemingly simple
systems.16 The close proximity and mixing of many electronic
states can be linked to the promiscuity of metal−boron
bonding. Table 1 and Figure 2 show the experimental and
theoretical photoelectron spectra (OsB2

− was not done
experimentally due to the high toxicity of Os). The good
agreement between theory and experiment signifies that theory
can adequately describe these clusters and provide an electronic
structure insight.
The chemical bonding in the three neutral clusters (Figure 3)

reveals peculiarities of metal−boron interactions and differ-
ences between the three clusters. When transition metals
interact with B2, the back-donation first happens to the LUMO
of B2, which is a bonding σ2px-MO. The d-AO → LUMO(B2)
back-donation thus strengthens the B−B bond. The resulting
MO falls deep below the HOMO−LUMO gap in ReB2 and
OsB2, while in TiB2 it is the HOMO. In addition, Re and Os are
capable of back-donation to the LUMO+1 (π*) of B2, in the
clusters’ HOMOs. d → π* is bonding between the metal and
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Figure 1. Structures of the three borides: TiB2 featuring a flat B-sheet
and ReB2 and OsB2 where the B-sheet is bent in chair and boat
conformations, respectively.1 The upper images display supercells to
make apparent the structural analogies while the lower images show a
single unit cell.
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B2 and B−B π-antibonding. Due to this MO, R(B−B) in ReB2
and OsB2 is elongated. Both back bonds are lower in energy in
OsB2 than in ReB2, and while this makes little difference for
clusters, it will become profoundly important in the
corresponding solids. Both types of back bonds are covalent
in nature, as seen also from the partial charges on atoms
(Figure 3). The ionic M-B2 bonding component is the
strongest in TiB2. Thus, clusters give us a simple representation
of the fundamental M-B2 interactions possible in the three
systems.
In the bulk, the dangling valencies present in clusters are

saturated, and so some cluster electronic states become
unoccupied. The d → σ2px HOMO in TiB2

0/− does not have
an analogue among the valent states in the bulk TiB2. The
material thus exhibits no covalent Ti−B interactions, and the
only bonding present is ionic, as is also clear from the charge of
+2 on Ti, corresponding to a typical d2 configuration (Table 2).
Furthermore, the +2 charge persists when Ti is substituted into

the boat or chair structures. The TiB2 structure type is also
characteristic of other diborides including those of Mg, V, Cr,
Mn, Sc, Zr, Nb, and Mo.17 The common electronic origin is the
presence of a 2+ metal. M+2 means that the boron sublattice
receives one electron per B. B− is isoelectronic to neutral C,
and the flat hexagonal boron sheet is therefore isoelectronic and
isostructural to graphene. In fact, it has many attributes of
graphene, such as the Dirac points.18

Both ReB2 and OsB2 retain the d → σ2px states in the bulk, in
line with their low energies in the cluster models. These states
strengthen both M−B and B−B bonding. However, the d→ π*
state exists only in OsB2 and specifically in the longer B−B
bonds within the asymmetric “boat” structure (Figure 3). Os
has enough electrons to give only half of the B−B bonds a π*
character. Thus, the “boat” structure of OsB2 is dictated by the
antibonding M−B2 interactions, which makes half of the B−B
bonds longer and weaker, while in ReB2 all B−B bonds are
strengthened by M−B interactions. The M−B bonds are
stronger in OsB2. Increased covalent character in Re and Os
borides reflects in greatly reduced partial charges as compared
to those in TiB2, particularly in the Os systems (Table 2).
Hence we see the chemical bonding origin of the structural
differences of the three borides.

Table 1. Experimental and Calculated Photoelectron Spectra
of TiB2

− and ReB2
− (in eV)

feature expt. E transition calc. E

ReB2
−

ADE 0.9 ± 0.1 3A2 →
4B1 1.21

X1B3 1.45 ± 0.1 3B1 →
4B1 (

3B1 VDE) 1.51

X3A2 1.52 ± 0.1 3A2 →
4B1 (

3A2 VDE) 1.58

A3B1 1.65 ± 0.1 3B1 →
2B1 1.70

X3B2 1.76 ± 0.1 3B2 →
4B1 (

3B2 VDE) 1.76

TiB2
−

ADE 1.4 ± 0.1 2A1 →
1A1 1.09

X 1.68 ± 0.1 2A1 →
1A1 (

2A1 VDE) 1.49

A 1.80 ± 0.1 2A1 →
3A1 1.63

B 1.96 ± 0.1 2A1 →
1A1 1.86

C 2.07 ± 0.1 2A1 →
3A1 2.02

Figure 2. Experimental photoelectron spectra of ReB2
− (top) and

TiB2
− (bottom) and the theoretical assignment of spectral features.

Figure 3. Left: Kohn−Sham orbitals of ReB2, OsB2, and TiB2,
truncated set; NBO charges on atoms. The d → σ2px M → B2
backbonds are outlined in red, and d → π* in blue. Right: d → π*
state occupied in solid OsB2 (highest occupied at gamma, HOS),
corresponding to the donation from Os to the activated and elongated
B−B bonds.

Table 2. Bader Charges of Metals in Both Natural and
Foreign Crystal Structures (optimized to the nearest
stationary point)

Os Re Ti

boat +0.04 +0.44 +2.02
chair +0.07 +0.39 +1.89
flat +0.60 +0.93 +1.98
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We further quantify the degree of covalency and relative
bond strengths in the solids via the quantum theory of atoms in
molecules (QTAIM) (Figure 4, Table 3), which analyzes the

total rather than per-MO charge density.19,20 QTAIM detects
the presence of critical points (CPs) in the charge density. In
the “boat” configuration, there are three bond CPs, labeled i
(M−B CP), ii (B−B CP), and iii (the second B−B CP). The
“chair” structure has two distinct bond CPs, i and ii. The
amount of charge at bond CPs correlates with bond
strength.21,22 Both the “boat” and “chair” structures have
stronger M−B bonds when containing Os rather than Re.
Furthermore, while in general B−B bonds are stronger than
M−B bonds, the B−B bonds in the OsB2 systems are of
comparable strength to the Os−B bonds in contrast to the
more differentiated ReB2 systems. Thus, the covalent character
of Re/Os−B bonds is confirmed, and it is additionally seen that
half of the B−B bonds in OsB2 are weakened by the interaction
with Os, with the charge density flowing from B−B to Os−B
bonds.
As a confirmation of the QTAIM analysis, we employed the

COHP method to directly measure the bond strengths between
the different atoms (see Supporting Information). The
integrated COHP values indicate that in ReB2 Re−B bonds
are much weaker than the corresponding B−B bonds, while in
OsB2 Os−B bonds are stronger than the lengthened B−B
bonds. This corroborates the QTAIM picture.
There transpires a correlation between the relative strengths

of the M−B and B−B bonding and the materials’ hardness. In
order to pin it down, we depart from the static bonding picture
constructed at equilibrium. Hardness is a response to external
force, and the effect of pressure is comprised of the
combination of two types of distortion: compression and
shear. High incompressibility and shear modulus are both
necessary but not alone sufficient for hardness.5−10 We examine

the materials’ response to these two types of stimuli
independently, again relying on the cluster models for clarity.
Because the π* back bond is not present in the ReB2 and

TiB2 solids, at this point, the clusters were charged +1 and +2,
respectively, in order to unoccupy the d → π* states. To mimic
the effects of compression and shear stress, the B−B
compression and M−B2 shift were applied, and the clusters’
responses were monitored (Figure 5).23 Response to

compression should primarily report on the strength of the
B−B bonding, whereas that to shear should report on the M−B
bonding. The force constants corresponding to the B2
compression (Figure 5A) show bond stiffening in order of
covalent to ionic character. TiB2

2+ has the stiffest B−B bond,
because it is compact, and electrons confined to the smaller
space resist the deformation, while the stable d2 Ti2+ is not
willing to relieve the stress by taking electrons back. ReB2

+, with
its d → σ2px back bond, has a strengthened B−B bond and
some charge flow toward M−B bonds allowing for the
flexibility in charge distribution. Thus, B−B bonds are slightly
less stiff than in TiB2

2+. Being the most covalent, Os is the other
extreme: the B−B bond activation by the d → π* donation
leads to charge redistribution toward the covalent Os−B bonds.
The system is further capable of relieving the stress by shifting
electrons toward Os upon the B−B bond compression as if
having a shock absorber both in the cluster and in every unit
cell in the solid. This reduces the material’s stiffness upon
compression.
The clusters’ ordering of resistance to shearing is exactly the

opposite from that to compressing (Figure 5B). The M−B2
bonding is the most covalent in OsB2, intermediate in ReB2

+,
and purely ionic in TiB2

2+. Hence, Ti in TiB2
2+ easily slides

along B2, ReB2
+ resists the slip more, and OsB2 is the most

resilient because the slip disrupts the strong Os−B bonds. OsB2
has a force constant 5 times higher than that of TiB2

2+ for this
mode of deformation. To bridge our understanding to the
solids, we examine stiffness tensors (Supporting Information
Tables 7−11). Starting with compression of the boron network
(C11), we see ReB2 ≈ TiB2 > OsB2. This shows the same
distinction we had in the clusters: Re and Ti stiffen B the same
amount, and Os weakens it. Shearing the metal against the B
sheet shows ReB2 (C55) > TiB2 (C44) > OsB2 (C66). This is not
the same as the cluster model, but we must consider that there
are other interactions in real distortions. The cluster model is
Os bound to a long B2, but in the solid there are also shorter,

Figure 4. Electron density plots of ReB2 (left) and OsB2 (right).
QTAIM CPs are indicated: bond CPs, blue; ring CPs, green; cage CPs,
yellow. i, M−B CP; ii and iii, B−B CPs.

Table 3. Charge Densities (in e−) at the Bond CPs for Both
Re and Os in the Boat and Chair Structures

i ii iii

ReB2 boat 0.608 0.740 0.697
OsB2 boat 0.656 0.732 0.618
ReB2 chair 0.590 0.713 X
OsB2 chair 0.629 0.668 X

Figure 5. (A) Energies of the clusters as a function of (A) compression
along the B−B bond and (B) shear distortion coordinate. Cyan,
TiB2

2+; red, ReB2
+; purple, OsB2; dashed black, isolated B2 for a

reference.
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more slippery B2 bonds. Still, it should be hardest to shear on
that long B2 bond in OsB2 (C66), and that is the case (C66 > C44
≫ C55). In TiB2 the shear across the B layer is the easiest (C44
< C66). Thus, we can explain slip-plane strength in solids.
Finally, we computed the geometries and shear moduli of Re

and Os in both boat and chair configurations (Table 4). The

consequence of more covalent Os−B bonding is a lengthening
of the B2 bonds in the chair structure. This, in turn, lowers the
shear modulus. Similarly, Re added to the boat structure causes
B2 bonds to move toward uniformly short, losing the
antibonding π* character, and increasing in the shear modulus.
Os in the chair structure is significantly harder than its boat
counterpart. This results from forcing the B-lattice to be
uniformno B2 bond becomes overly covalent, but all are
weakened. The moduli thus have full support from the cluster
bonding models.
In conclusion, a metal that is too covalent with boron will

lower the incompressibility, while a metal that is too ionic with
boron will lower the shear strength. A “goldilocks metal” would
be intermediate, i.e., having only the bonding d → σ2px and no
antibonding d → π* B−M bonds. Re within the given family of
diborides has just the right electron count to fulfill this
requirement; as a result ReB2 is the only ultrahard boride. This
constitutes a new bonding model for ultrahard borides, which is
based on promiscuous metal−boron bonding, previously
unrecognized as one of the crucial aspects of superhard
structures. The model reveals the origin of the structural
differences in the TiB2, ReB2, and OsB2 borides and explains
their differences in hardness. Beyond the three borides, a
chemical bonding based design principle for hard materials is a
step toward designing novel materials that rival diamond’s
hardness.
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